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Source: Atrium, Iress. Allocations shown in the 'Asset Class Exposure' and 'Risk Exposure' charts as at the date of this report. Due to rounding, percentages presented in this report may not 
precisely reflect absolute figures.
Source: Atrium, Iress. Performance shown as at the date of this report. Inception date is 24 June 2011. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Future performance and 
return of capital is not guaranteed. Performance is after fees and costs and assumes re-investment of all distributions.

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

The portfolio returned 1.3% in April and continued its 
exceptionally strong start to 2019. April saw a continuation 
of the positive market sentiment which has provided 
strong returns for equity markets this calendar year.

Active management was a key contributor to performance 
across a wide section with managers in the Australian 
equities, international equities and alternatives sectors all 
delivering strong outperformance against their respective 
benchmarks.

Allocations to alternatives and international shares were 
the drivers of performance for the portfolio in April.

We continue to position the portfolios in a diversified 
manner as we maintain our view that market fundamentals 
are consistent with the latter end of an extended 
economic/market cycle.
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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
To maximise returns within the constraint of ensuring that portfolio risk, or volatility, does not exceed 5% over the
investment time horizon.
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MARKET COMMENTARY

April saw a continuation of the positive market sentiment  which has provided strong returns for equity markets in 2019. US and core
European bond yields rose, credit markets remained firm and the Australian Dollar declined slightly against the US Dollar.

Within equity markets, it was again the US market which led the rally, with the S&P500 returning 4.0% for the month, leaving it up
more than 18% since the start of 2019. Within the US market, it was the Information Technology sector which contributed most to the
rally returning 6.4% for the month.  Financials had a very strong month also, returning 9.0%, partly reflecting the steepening of the
yield curve, but also better earnings numbers released during April. JP Morgan and Citigroup both rose in excess of 13% for the
month, with Bank of America and US Bancorp also returning in excess of 10%. European markets followed closely, returning 3.9% for
the broad index.  Impressive within Europe was the continued outperformance of Germany (+7.1% in April) in the face of very weak
domestic and external demand. Within the German market (notably autos) there was significant divergence in recent performance.
Emerging markets have started to lag slightly, with the broad index returning 2.6%. China was a notable contributor to
underperformance as the market grappled with increasing frustration with the US trade war, and also signals that there was little
likelihood of further stimulus to the economy in the months ahead.

Australian equities returned 2.4% for the month, leaving the index up 13.5% since the start of 2019, following the horror fourth
quarter of 2018. Banks were strong, returning 4.4%, although they have certainly lagged in the rally since the end of 2018, rising only
7.6% this year, as the Banking & Financial Services Royal Commission and other structural pressures weigh on earnings and medium-
term prospects. Resource companies were lower over the month as commodity prices fell. As with the US, there was very strong
demand for Technology stocks, although the sector is much smaller in Australia than in the US.

Following the very sharp decline in bond yields in the month of March, US bond yields drifted higher over the month, and
unsurprisingly the yield curve started to steepen. In March the US Federal Reserve clarified that it no longer expected to hike rates this
year, and as a result the yield curve started to gradually steepen (the bond market assumed longer term inflation and growth would
be higher than what would have been the case if the central bank had continued to tighten).  European yields remain extremely low,
as growth remains weak particularly in Germany and Italy, and 10-yr German bund yields remain close to zero. Australian yields have
fallen to record lows and have been given a significant push lower following the very weak first quarter inflation numbers, which has
the market convinced that the RBA must soon cut rates again to stimulate inflation.

As equities rallied, credit markets remained firm, and Australian 5-year spreads tightened by 3 basis points for the month. The US and
Europe tightened by more than this, by 6 and 7 basis points respectively, leading to strong excess returns on credit portfolios.

The Australian Dollar remained at the lower end of its recent range, closing at 0.705 US cents, weighed upon by commodity price
weakness and the lower interest rate path in Australia.

PORTFOLIO COMMENTARY

The portfolio returned 1.3% in April, continuing its solid start to the year as strong returns from our equity exposure continued to 
drive portfolio performance, while other asset classes also contributed positively for the month.

Amongst our Preserver holdings, the Atrium Enhanced Fixed Income Fund (AEFI) returned 0.3% for the month of April. The largest 
exposure to investment grade corporate bonds, via Kapstream, performed strongly as credit spreads tightened, returning 0.4% for the 
month. Daintree also returned 0.4% the month. As international credit markets also performed very strongly, the exposure in the JP 
Morgan Global Strategic Bond Fund returned 0.8% in the month. AEFI also benefited from its slightly longer duration stance, both via 
the Kapstream fund in particular, with an additional overlay of 10-year Australian bond futures.

Amongst our Diversifier holdings it was pleasing to see the managers adjust their strategy for the significant policy shift from central 
banks at the start of the year. Key contributors for the month of April were systematic macro managers and our European based 
equity long short manager (Zebedee). Trend followers were also able to benefit from positive moves in global equity markets. By the 
end of the month those managers were generally long government bonds, the US dollar and global equity markets whilst having very 
little exposure to commodities.

Systematic macro managers Two Trees and GMO returned 3.8% and 3.0% respectively due to their Asian and European equity market 
exposure coupled with a long position in oil. Zebedee returned 4.5% for April, with a key contributor it’s long-standing exposure to 
European banks, which was a just reward for an investment given uncertainty around the Brexit situation in Europe.

The private markets allocation continues to track to expectations, with asset-backed securities delivering stable growth alongside 
predictable distributions from the geographically diversified property portfolio. A new investment was funded into a Brisbane hotel 
development for a premium multinational brand.

Amongst our Growth Driver holdings, the Atrium Equity Opportunities Fund continued its solid start to the year returning 3.9% in April 
and outperforming the ASX 200 index by 1.5% for the month – a pleasing result given the high 10% cash holding. Key contributors 
included Magellan Financial Group, Treasury Wines and retailer Lovisa (the largest active overweight in the portfolio), while an 
underweight to the poorly performing Resources sector positively impacted the portfolio during the month. The only detractors in 
April included toll road operator Atlas Arteria and Challenger Limited. The portfolio remains well positioned in quality stocks with 
growth drivers at attractive valuations.
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Important Information: The information in this document (Information) has been prepared by Atrium Investment Management Pty Limited (ABN 17 137 088 745, AFSL 338 634). The Trust Company
(RE Services) Limited (ABN 45 003 278 831, AFSL 235 150) is the Responsible Entity of the Atrium Evolution Series – Diversified Fund (ARSN 151 191 776) (Fund). The Information is of a general
nature only and does not take into account the objectives, financial situation or needs of any person. Before acting on the Information, investors should consider its appropriateness having regard to
their own objectives, financial situation and needs and obtain professional advice. No liability is accepted for any loss or damage as a result of any reliance on the Information. Investors should
consider the Fund’s Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) (available from www.atriuminvest.com. au) before making any investment decision. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future
performance. Future performance and return of capital is not guaranteed.

PORTFOLIO COMMENTARY

The Bennelong ex-20 Australian Equities Fund returned 4.5% in April, outperforming its respective index with the key contributors to 
return including Reliance Worldwide and Aristocrat, with property trust GPT the only major detractor. During the month the manager 
added a position in Australian technology company Afterpay.

The SGH ICE Fund returned 3.2% in April, led by gains in Webjet, Reliance Worldwide and tech company Rhipe Limited. The only 
major detractor to return was retirement living operator Lifestyle Communities.

Our global equity managers all posted solid returns in April, with all managers outperforming their respective benchmarks.

The Antipodes Global Fund – Long Only, returned 4.9% led by positive performances from a number of its US technology stocks 
including Qualcomm and Facebook, while German industrials giant Siemens and Japanese based Sony also contributed positively 
during the month. The only major detractor was Range Resources a US based natural gas exploration and production company. The 
Portfolio retains a bias towards both Asian and European based companies.

Our Magellan Global Equities Mandate returned 5.0%, with strong contributions from a number of its US technology holdings, 
including Facebook, Microsoft and Apple, with the latter in particular exceeding analyst expectation after delivering 26% sales growth 
for the first quarter. The only major detractors included Swiss-based health company Novartis and US telecom network operator 
Crown Castle. The Portfolio continues to retain a bias to US based multinationals.

Our allocation to emerging market manager Northcape returned 3.6%, outperforming its index with key contributors for the month 
including South Korean auto equipment maker, Mando Corp and Indian IT services firm Tata Consultancy. Overall our bias in global 
equities remains orientated towards quality companies at attractive valuations.

We continue to position the portfolio in a diversified manner as we maintain our view that market fundamentals are consistent with 
the latter end of an extended economic/market cycle and accordingly our equity weights remain towards the middle of their range. 
Our focus on risk management and downside protection is paramount at this point in the cycle while also pursuing a range of 
opportunities which bring about consistent returns for our investors through this period.
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